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WESSEX CAVE CLUB 

 

Journal No. 93. Vol. 8.   January 1964 

 

CLUB NEWS 

 

New Members 

The following new members are cordially welcomed to the Club:- 

 

Elected 16.12.63:  D.G. Evans, 12 Lauriston Road, Wimbledon, London S.W.19. 

 B.G. Houston, 4 Donald Road, Uplands, Bristol 3. 

 R.A .MacGregor, The Railway Arms, Station Road, Theale, Berks. 

 H. Steele-Perkins, Sunnyfield, Ashburton, Devon. 

 

The affiliation of the Thornbury Grammar School Caving Group introduces twelve new cavers to the Club. 

They are most welcome and we hope they will take an active part in our activities. 

 

Camping at Hillgrove and Eastwater 

Annual rents to our landlords Mr. Sealy and Mr. Gibbons at Hillgrove and Eastwater respectively cover 

only the site occupied by the huts. Any member wishing to camp elsewhere on the land should first ask 

permission and offer the recognised fees charged at most camp sites. 

 

Subscriptions 

Rule 8 states: “Any member whose subscription has become more than three months overdue shall be 

named in the next Journal and if within one month the subscription has not been paid the member's name 

shall be removed from the list of members, and notice to this effect shall be sent to the member” 

 

Subscriptions for the year 63/64 were due on the 1st October 1963 and the Treasurer, Brenda Willis, is 

looking forward to receiving 15/- from all those named on the enclosed list (or 17/6 joint membership). 

Please enclose a further l/- if you require a membership card. 

 

Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to "The Wessex Cave Club" 

 

Club Ties & Badges 

These are available either from the Hut Warden at Hillgrove or the Secretary, at the following prices, post 

free:- Terylene Ties 15/6 each 

Cloth Badges 3" diameter 5/- each 

 

Journal Back Numbers 

Various issues in Vol. 6 of this Journal are available for sale to members at l/6 each, post free, from R.J. 

Staynings, 8 Fanshawe Road, Hengrove, Bristol 4. Issues available include Nos. 78, 79, 80 and 82. 

Supplies of No.80 are limited, so if interested write soon. 

 

Reprinting of Volume 1 (Old Series complete and New Series Nos. 1-25) is progressing well and will be 

offered for sale in due course. The price is yet to be determined but will not exceed 7/6. 
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CLUB MEETS 

 

14th/l5th March Film evening 7 p.m. at The Globe Inn, Priest Row, Wells, on Saturday. The main film to 

be screened will be Haroun Tazieff's “Volcano” (16mm sound, colour, 70 mins.) 

Sunday morning - Cow Hole. Meet at the cave 11 a.m. Leader Bill Hanson, New 

House Farm, Coxley, Wells, Somerset. 

 

27th-30th March. Easter in Yorkshire. Organiser Phil Davies. 

The Crown Hotel, Horton-in-Ribblesdale, has been booked again and the landlord says 

he can accommodate about 20 in the hotel. Camping accommodation is limitless. Will 

those wishing to come please write to the Secretary saying whether they want indoor 

accommodation and what their expected times of arrival and departure are. 

There are two trips organised; one is the Bar Pot, Disappointment round trip in the 

Gaping Ghyll system and the other a descent of Penyghent Pot, which Bob Pyke and 

Jim Giles are running. Would those wishing to go please write to the Secretary giving 

the information asked for, together with details about transport they require or have 

available. 

As an alternative to Yorkshire a trip has been organised to Cornwall over the Easter 

weekend. Harry Stanbury and others are going to camp at Treamble and spend the 

weekend exploring some of the many mine adits near there. There is ample opportunity 

for anyone wanting an active, or not so active holiday in a climate slightly less Arctic 

than Yorkshire. 

Write as soon as possible to:- Harry Stanbury, 31 Belvoir Rd, St. Andrews, Bristol 6. 

 

12th April. Balch Cave. Meet at the Quarry 11 a.m. Names please to George Pointing, 10 Green Lane, 

Avonmouth, Bristol. 

Also Club Dig at Thrupe Swallet- see note below. 

 

 

25th April Eastwater. Meet at the cave 3.0 p.m. Leader: Rodney Hobbis, Warren lodge, Long Ashton, 

Bristol. 

Also Club Dig at Thrupe Swallet  

 

9th May. St. Cuthberts. Meet at the Belfry 3.0 p.m. Leader: Jim Giles. Names to Rodney Hobbis, Warren 

Lodge, Long Ashton, Bristol. 

Also Club Dig at Thrupe Swallet. 

 

23/24th May. Club Dig at Thrupe Swallet. 

 

30th/31st May South Wales. Oliver Lloyd is organising a trip to Cwm Dwr and Ogof Ffynon Ddu. Names 

to Oliver Lloyd, Withey House, Withey Close West, Bristol 9. 

 

Club Trip to Ireland. Fortnight commencing Sunday June 14th (departing approximately 6 p.m. from 

Fishguard). Will all members who wish to go on this trip and who have not yet written please write to: Alan 
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Rigg, 9 Catherine Street, Frome, Somerset. The cost, as previously stated, excluding spending money, 

should not exceed £25. and will cover an excellent holiday for those wanting strenuous or tourist trips in the 

Irish caves. 

 

Club Dig at Thrupe Swallet 

It is intended to re-commence operations on the swallet on April 11/12th and on alternate weekends after 

this. It is also intended to stage a large scale effort over the Whitsun Holiday. 

 

Will all members or friends interested in this pleasant outdoor summer activity please contact Alan Surrall, 

25 Beverley Court Road, Quinton, Birmingham 32. 

 

The following are brief details of how to get to Thrupe from Hillgrove:- 

 

a) Turn right at Green Ore. 

b) Proceed some 2 miles straight on, crossing the main Bath Road, until the right "Maesbury" fork is 

reached. 

c) Go down to the station, turn left and proceed along to the first right turn. 

d) Proceed down this turning to the village – 1-1½  miles. 

e) Upon reaching the village the gate is on the left about two-thirds of the way through the village and 

is marked ‘W.C.C. Thrupe’. 

f) Please close the gate and use the field edges for access. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hon. Secretary: P. Davies, "Morley", Silver St., Nailsea, Bristol, Phone: Nailsea 9. 

Hon. Asst. Secretary: D.J. Causer, 3 High St., East Harptree, Nr. Bristol. 

Hon. Treasurer: Mrs. B.M. Willis, 3 Derwent Lodge, St.Philip’s Avenue, Worcester Park, Surrey. 

Editor: C.J. Hawkes, 147 Evington Lane, Leicester. 

Hut Bookings: P.N. Riches, Priory Cottage, Chewton Mendip, Bath, Som. Phone: Chewton Mendip 357. 

Activities Secretary: C.R. Hobbis, Warren Lodge, Long Ashton, Bristol. Phone; Long Ashton 2127. 
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THE 1963 BRITISH EXPEDITION TO THE 

PUITS DE BERGER 

 

S. Wynne-Roberts 

 

The 1963 Expedition comprised 13 cavers of many clubs, though predominantly B.S.A. 

members. The Somerset area was represented by Mike Boon and the writer, who joined the 

group in April 1963. There was little opportunity to cave together. People were very dispersed 

and much time was spent on preparation of gear before setting out on July 28th. Arriving on 

the Sornin Plateau at midnight on Sunday after a memorable meal in Sassenage, the gear was 

unloaded from the two Land Rovers, the trailer and Dormobile. The kit was packed mainly in 

specially made canvas expedition bags and a few standard kit-bags. Also provided were 

welded steel tube pack frames. The frames were loaded and carried the two miles along the 

footpath through the woods and over lapiaz to the cave entrance. The entrance itself, set 

among pines, is an enlarged fissure, half encircled by a steep bank 30ft. high which merges 

into the hillside. The plateau, of lapiaz and a few trees, continues on the other side. To enter 

the cave a 30ft. scramble leads to the top of a 20ft. ladder hanging down a vertical slab. The 

floor at the base of the slab is a slope of earth and pine needles which leads from the lower end 

into a small eye-hole, the way continues over 5 or 6 pine stemples to a pine log platform at the 

head of a 90ft. pothole, Ruiz’s Shaft. 

 

While two members of the party laddered the first few pitches the remainder continued 

carrying from the camp-site to the cave. At first the frames had been hopelessly over-loaded 

and quickly bent. The porters were thankful to carry correspondingly lighter loads for the 

remaining three or four journeys. Carrying continued until 10 a.m. on Monday when all the 

bags, canisters and ammunition boxes were assembled in a great heap weighing about two 

tons by the entrance. 

 

The party changed into caving clothes and moved into positions between the entrance and 

Cairn Hall. Kit was lowered by rope and pulley and manhandled from the entrance down 

Ruiz's Shaft to the series of three small pots, the 20ft. wet pitch and down the 80ft. Cairn Hall 

Shaft to the sloping stony floor of the chamber. The French telephone system was not used, 

although it would have saved time and possibly damage to kit, much of which had to be 

broken down to smaller packs after the first day. 

 

The first camp was made in Cairn Hall, which, like Ruiz's Shaft, is a true pothole; smooth, 

water-worn walls, unclimbable without ladders. These upper shafts were frost damaged, the 

yellowish surface of the rock was crazed to a depth of an inch or so. It was a very inhospitable 

place, snow and ice remaining unmelted with a strong draught blowing down the length of the 

chamber (about 60ft. X 20ft.) into the meander passage at the lower end. 
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The meander, or winding cleft, has a total length between Cairn Hall and Garby's Shaft of 

some 200 yards. It starts with fairly narrow high passage where it is possible to walk on the 

floor and for two people to pass each other. There are several minor shower-baths in the roof 

to keep one moving. After about 50 yards the floor drops away, making it necessary to 

traverse the following 100 yards to a small, dry chamber, the Boudoir, where it is possible to 

stand on a solid floor once again. The passage has gradually become dryer and less draughty 

as the floor drops further away to become a cascade some 50ft. before the Boudoir. The 

stream can be heard, but not seen, and it would require some difficult climbing to follow it 

down the increasingly narrow cleft. The 100ft. passage leading from the Boudoir to Garby’s is 

completely dry, a little wider than the cleft and it is possible to walk on the floor all the way. 

 

Garby's Shaft is an example of a classic pothole, 130ft. deep, almost perfectly circular, 30ft. 

diameter with smooth, water-worn walls (though now completely dry) and a ladder pitch clear 

of obstructions throughout its length. From the bottom of Garby's a 100ft. traverse leads to 

Gontards Shaft, this meander passage is 80ft. deep throughout most of its length, i.e. the same 

depth as Gontards, which is the only point that it is wide enough to be climbed. Gontards is 

tight at the top with little room to store kit-bags and it is a major task to feed them clear of 

obstructions down the shaft. 

 

A small stream feeds in at Gontards, this follows down the succeeding three small pitches, a 

20ft., 30ft. and 20ft., along a meander passage to Aldo’s, a 150ft. pitch and the last of the 

entrance series. Those who had remained dry until this point received their first of many 

soakings on Aldo’s before passing along a 100ft. of easy meander through an eye-hole into 

Petzl’s Gallery. 

 

Petzl’s is the first of the main stream galleries and marks the change in nature of the cave from 

predominantly vertical to horizontal development, in addition to the marked increase in 

passage size. The rock has lost its yellowish look here (the change appears to be somewhere 

between Garby's and Gontards) and acquired the dark-grey colour more typical of Mendip 

Caves. 

 

The second camp was made by the enormous telephone boulder in Petzl’s, conveniently near 

the stream and far less draughty than Cairn Hall. There were so many drips from the roof that 

it was decided to construct a “lean-to” of “Polythene”. An attempt was made to drive pitons 

into the rock; this proved to be layered with chert and rotten limestones. However, eventually 

a row of pitons was sufficiently driven into the rock to support a Courlene string running from 

piton to a boulder and back until a framework was built up which supported the “Polythene”. 

In the absence of tents the large "Polythene” sheets carried were worth their weight in gold. 

 

Following a night’s rest, the party started the carry to the French Camp (l), leaving Petzl’s 
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Gallery by a short climb over boulders into the great gallery which has an average width of 

50-60ft. and height of up to 100ft. The stream meanders between mud banks and between and 

under many boulders while the path continues, at first by the left hand wall and later crosses to 

the right, over mud and boulders and sometimes in the stream itself. Here, for the first time, 

the party met areas of very soft creamy-white mud or soft calcite - very slippery and similar to 

that met with in some Irish caves. 

 

The stream gradient levels out after about 200 yards to the area which in wet weather forms 

Lake Cadoux, some 200ft. long. The lake is bounded on its lower side by a barrier of boulders 

and calcite. Then comes the first large area of formations in the cave, the Bourgin Hall, a 

shallow basin some 80-100ft. across, completely covered by calcite and stalagmites which in 

turn are covered by a black patina, like a layer of soot. The formations continue for 100 yards 

to the Little General's Cascade, the black patina is soon lost and many of the stalagmites have 

the pure milky-white colour often found in Eastern Mendip. There are fewer stalactites, one 

6ft. long, very slender, pure white, hanging from the left hand wall is outstanding; for the rest 

there are some straws and mud-stained stalactites which are not remarkably beautiful. 

 

The stalagmites are outstanding, being a profusion of every shape and size, many large ones 

which had formed curtains of small stalagmites at different levels giving a pagoda effect. The 

largest are about 15ft. high, taking roughly the form of the frustum of a cone, though typically 

they were short, stumpy and knobby, seldom growing vertically and in outline as though they 

had been formed by sticking palettes one on top of another. 

 

This area of formations peters out at the Little General's Cascade, a 30ft. wet pitch, which is 

followed after 100ft. by a 10ft. cascade (free climbed) and an awkward traverse at water level. 

 

A quarter of a mile of boulder scrambling down the stream-way, in a passage of gradually 

decreasing size, leads to the Tyrolienne Cascade. A calcite slope on the left (looking 

downstream) curves down to become a 15ft. vertical pitch, the bottom of the ladder ending in 

a pool. The French used a horizontal ladder to completely avoid the stream and pool, but the 

British party without exception got their feet wet. The Tyrolienne was rigged from the top of 

the calcite slope on the left of the stream to a boulder across the pool and to the right of the 

stream (c.f. illustration by Cadoux). 

 

Past the Tyrolienne the passage opens out to become an enormous boulder-filled gallery 

where the impression of mountain walking was stronger than that of caving. The scramble 

down the steep boulder slope leads to a cleft, thence down a steeper, dusty slope to an area of 

softer and more brittle rock, easily flaked off by hand, then a further 50ft. of scree running 

leads to the beginning of an area of formations which continues for about half a mile down the 

cave. This is the legendary Hall of the 13. 
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Stalagmites of many shapes and sizes decorate the chamber, some 15ft. high X 10ft. diameter 

at the base are used as telegraph poles. There are many calcite covered boulders, on which are 

growing the typical stumpy, irregular stalagmites at many different angles. The most 

remarkable are the "fried eggs". These stalagmites are 3-4 inches in diameter, with the top a 

flattish curve stained in the centre by iron impurities to look exactly like a fried egg. 

 

The party set up the first big dump at Camp (1) which lies in a valley between two boulder 

slopes, overhung by the bedrock wall curving up to meet the roof. The fourth side of the 

"valley" continues to the Hall of the 13 itself with its many huge gour pools, some 30-40ft. 

long. The sides of the chamber are lined with a miniature forest of grotesque stalagmites and 

on the roof a profusion of very long straws. 

 

The journey from Petzl's to Camp (l) was a most severe day's forced march. The party worked 

at a pace which it could not hope to maintain. Symptomatic of this, more than a fair share of 

minor mishaps occurred in this section. 

 

Two men went to the surface for paraffin supplies after the barrel of ship's biscuits had fallen 

50ft. down the entrance demolishing the best part of 4 gallons. Of the remaining eleven in the 

party, one suffered a pulled knee, one a sprained ankle, one very bad blisters and one sore eyes 

from the explosion of a 7 lb tin of carbide. Common sense prevailed and the party continued 

towards Camp (2) with very much lighter loads. 

 

The journey to Camp (2) was made over a period of two days, the party returning to Camp (1) 

to sleep. The first half of the work was the establishment of a dump at the halfway mark which 

conveniently coincided with the point at which the dry section ended and it was necessary to 

don exposure suits for the journey down the stream. 

 

All the kit was carried down terrace upon terrace of gour pools around the few massive 

stalagmites (20ft. high X 10-15ft. diameter at the base and apparently flat-topped), finally 

reaching the balcony pitch some mile from Camp (1). Here a wire belay broke, fortunately no-

one was hurt, and an additional rope belay was fixed. (Later it was learned that the belay on 

the open 20ft. pitch to the entrance also broke, but the climber fortunately sustained no injury). 

 

At this point it was decided that Camp (2) would not be reached that day. All personal bags 

were therefore picked up and taken back to Camp (l) by half the party. The remainder 

descended the Balcony Pitch on to the steeply sloping calcite which ended after 100ft. in a 

rock barrier. In this section of cave, indeed from Petzl's gallery on, the way had passed through 

chambers and passages that were very large, usually the roof was out of sight and commonly 

it was not possible to clearly see one wall from the other with a carbide light. The passage 

descending the slope from the balcony diminished in size until it was 20ft. wide X 20ft. high 
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at the barrier. 

 

Passing through a cleft in the rock barrier it was possible to see the “enormous cascade” noted 

by the French explorers. This remarkable stream fills the passage with a roar quite out of 

proportion to the trickle of water causing it. A truncated hollow stalactite 18" diameter, 

protruding 1 ft. from the roof, pours forth from one corner a flow of water equivalent to a 

household tap. The water falls 8-10ft. on to a “beehive”, thence, cascading into the streamway 

in the Michallet Basin. 

 

The streamway is some 8ft. wide at this point, on the left a narrow ledge provides a dicey 

traverse for some 10ft, from which point the path crosses boulders in midstream to the right 

bank, which is a solid calcite slope. Here several of the party received an involuntary bath. 

Later they found out that there were excellent hand-holds cunningly hidden along the traverse. 

Following the right hand bank the path led alternately through mud and boulders and through 

a forest of small grotesque stalagmites where it was necessary to weave a tortuous path. 200ft, 

from the cascade a 10ft. climb down calcite led to a 100ft. diameter muddy chamber, crossing 

this a rope handline was set up to help climbers up the 50ft, climb on mud and calcite. From 

this high point the party dropped down the steep calcite "Frozen" path to a platform 50 to 60ft, 

below in the Cloakroom; here the halfway dump was set up against the left hand vertical wall 

(which was itself a sheet of calcite) before the party returned to join their companions at Camp 

(1). This was the most efficient day's work of the whole trip. The combination of a small 

party, just the right length of carry over fairly easy going between the Balcony and the 

Cloakroom, and the psychological effect of re-meeting the stream, produced a tremendous 

effort. The writer and most of the party were running to and fro even with packs, sweat 

pouring down, but feeling tremendously fit. 

 

Those who had finished carrying at the Balcony on the previous day started 5 hours before the 

rest, carrying kit from the Cloakroom through an eyehole down 50ft. of steep calcite slopes to 

a 20ft. ladder pitch. Climbing down this to meet the stream momentarily before leaving it 

again to climb over calcite-covered boulders into a chamber some 15ft. X 20ft. everywhere 

coated with calcite. Dropping down a hole in the floor some 10ft. followed by 15ft. of narrow 

horizontal passage, and the party re-met the stream in the first of the canals. The canal starts 

some 2-3ft. wide by 10ft. high, with occasional small formations, including a shower bath 

which pours from the roof, even in dry weather, and which has splashed calcite deposits on 

the walls which have grown out from either side finally joining to form a bridge about 6" thick 

and 12" above the water level in the canal. 70-80ft. from the junction with the dry passage the 

stream enlarges in both width and height and it becomes necessary to swim for 100ft, down a 

passage averaging about 10ft. wide and 10ft. high. 

 

Throughout this section of passage there are many formations, the left hand wall having many 
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complex curtains and stalactites growing on stalagmites (e.g. A stalagmite, very roughly in the 

shape of a short, knobbly Christmas Tree with the main axis tilted at some 15° to the vertical! 

the lower-side "branches" overhang the streamway and from these "branches" stalactites grow 

down towards the stream). The rubber dinghies were used here for the first time on the trip, 

being towed full of kit by wet-suited swimmers. The personnel of the party did not have the 

use of boats but had to fend for themselves. This stretch of water is one of the danger areas 

where water is known to back up and where a party of Italians were trapped for 14 hours last 

year. 

 

From the point where the boats were beached, 80ft. of scrambling, leads to the Abelle 

Cascade, a 25ft. wet pitch, from the bottom of which a series of pools, cascades and canals 

(into which the pack frames disappeared for all time) leads through a streamway of varying 

size and gradient to Claudine's Cascade. The stream passage is well decorated with growing 

formations fed by inlets in the roof. The formations appear to grow very quickly as there were 

signs of calcite on the telephone wires and on some pitons and rawlbolts. Transporting 

equipment through this section was very tedious, second only to the winding cleft, despite the 

frequent use of tyroleans on the cascades. 

 

Claudine's Cascade was a surprise. In the dry weather conditions in which the party first saw it 

there was no need to hang the ladder out in space on the end of the French scaffold pole in 

order to avoid the water and it was certainly not necessary to use boats in the pool below. The 

greatest difficulty was handling kit in the very small space at the head of the ladder pitch and 

to sling it on to the tyrolean running to a boulder (the size of a small house) on the other side of 

the chamber. 

 

From Claudine's, 100 yards of walking, scrambling and climbing through an area of more 

calcite leads to the Topographers Cascade and the difficult 20ft. traverse which follows on 

which three men had to balance precariously on water-worn sloping holds, passing the sodden 

and very heavy bags of kit from hand to hand. From the traverse a 20ft. ladder leads down a 

small waterfall into a truly vast chamber, Eymas Hall - The Grand Canyon. After following 

the stream for 50 yards the party cut across the boulders and dried mud, climbing to the 

highest point of the chamber where they established camp at the French Camp (2) on the site 

of some earlier and happier parties - vide the champagne bottles left there, compared with this 

party to whom even coffee was at this time forbidden! 

 

The party ate and slept before sorting and assembling kit to be carried to the bottom. Six of the 

party set out down the very steep slope of dry mud and boulders which is comparable to Agen 

Allwedd main chamber but tilted to 45°. Here, like the approach to Camp (l), the impression 

of exposure, as on a mountainside, was very strong. The chamber levelled out to meet the 

stream above a 50ft. pitch (Puits Gache) which descended in a high streamway to three large 
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boulders piled on top of each other, the water running underneath them to fall down a series of 

cascades into a pool 30ft. across. A 40ft. ladder passed through the cascade, ending in the 

pool, very difficult to climb on or off and almost impossible to maintain a carbide lamp alight 

on. There was a karabiner clipped to a piton where the ladder ran over a boulder, many of the 

party omitted to thread their lifeline through this and were pulled further into the cascades A 

further tyrolean was rigged here but proved to be difficult to operate, with the bags refusing to 

run free of the rock across the pool to the top of the next ladder. This is a 15ft. pitch in a 4ft. 

rift, splashed by a waterfall and terminating in a further pool some 10ft. long at the head of 

Garcia's Pitch. Here are abundant signs of the good work done by the French explorers since 

1953. The 130ft. ladder used on Garcia's is hung in a series of steps, clipped at the top of each 

vertical section to a piton. Credit is due to the French cavers who fixed the row of pitons, a job 

requiring climbing skill and determination of a high order. Unfortunately the party had not 

mastered the art of laddering such pitches; as a result the ladders usually had rungs more 

vertical than horizontal. The “engineering” here and on the "Little Monkey" pitches, lower 

down the cave, is far more impressive than that on the better known Claudine's. It is axiomatic 

that without this and much other work the 1963 party could not have reached the final siphon, 

let alone have dived there. 

 

Garcia's Hall is a large, wet and windy chamber, tapering away on the side opposite the 

cascade and pitch to form the stream passage once more, comparable to the Hurricane Shaft 

though slightly smaller and less inhospitable. A tyrolean was rigged across the chamber as the 

best means of handling even the comparatively small quantities of equipment which remained 

with the party below Camp (2). 

 

Following the stream from Garcia's down a steeply inclined boulder-strewn passage led to a 

6ft. waterfall ending in a calcite-lined pool, deceptively deep and difficult to “chain” kit across. 

 

The passage continued to diminish in size for a further 100ft, where it forked, the left hand 

branch followed the stream through a duck before the passage size increased again. The right 

hand branch became a low, wet, stony crawl rejoining the main stream below the duck; 

thereafter it was easy walking size. The passage opened up at the top of the Little Monkey 

Pitch and a dry inlet provided room to set up a field kitchen, which was to provide hot soup to 

warm the body and raise the morale of those suffering from very long, cold, wet waits when 

coming up the Little Monkey - Hurricane complex of pitches which followed. 

 

At the kitchen the passage is 8ft. wide and 10ft. high, with calcite-covered walls and 

unspectacular formations in the roof. It narrows towards the pitch, 30ft. downstream, the water 

passes over a calcite lip, sweeping into a deep pot, spills over a lower rock lip to tumble down 

a curving slope and disappear under a rock arch some 4 or 5ft. thick, whence it cascades down 

nearly 200ft. of the Hurricane Shaft. This area is very impressive, noisy and the most 
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technically difficult in the cave. 

 

A 6ft. climb up the right hand wall leads to a traverse across a calcite slope where the Little 

Monkey ladder is belayed around a stalagmite. The first 15ft. of ladder is strung horizontally 

to a flake and used only as a hand line to assist the climber traversing. In addition a pillar with 

many small curtains growing from it provides hand holds for negotiating the first part of the 

ladder traverse (sacrilege!). 

 

From the flake the ladder hangs free for some 30ft., and it was at this point that one of the 

expedition ladders snapped - fortunately without serious result, only a long wait below in cold 

water for one member of the party. Below the vertical the ladder is belayed some 10ft. away 

on the calcite causing the climber to perform acrobatics as he reaches the horizontal part of the 

ladder, e.g. he is likely, when crawling along, to have the ladder reverse on him so that he is 

crawling upside down underneath it. The easiest way to attempt these pitches, which descend 

in steps, was to use the rock for footholds as far as possible and the ladder as a hand line. An 

exposed traverse leads across the calcite slope to the top of the lower vertical, a 40ft. climb 

down the calcite covered wall until the last 10ft. when the climber swings free over the torrent 

as it disappears beneath the rock arch over the Hurricane. 

 

It was necessary at this point to perform some spectacular gymnastics to gain a ledge on the 

left hand wall 6ft. above the water and 10ft. away from the natural hang of the ladders. The 

movement of kit down the Little Monkey proved one of the most difficult and time 

consuming operations on the trip. It was impossible to run a straight tyrolean to the above 

mentioned ledge from the top of the pitch. A compromise arrangement was reached whereby 

Pearce clipped himself to an intermediate ladder belay, received bags from the upper parts of 

the tyrolean and fed them off at an angle on the lower part. The pull lines were controlled by 

the men at the top of the pitch and the ledge, out of sight of each other and continually 

misunderstanding whistle signals which became increasingly more frequent, furious and 

incomprehensible. The ledge is backed by a small chamber, 10ft. in diameter with calcite 

covered walls. Climbing over a 6ft. stal barrier leads to the head of a 40ft. moderate climb 

down calcite which, for safety reasons, was laddered. The bottom of the climb was a 150ft. 

sheer drop into the Hurricane Shaft. A sloping shelf leading off to the left entered a small 

tunnel 6ft. long in which the Hurricane ladder was belayed. The unfortunate lifeliner had to sit 

doubled up handling 160ft. of heavy, wet sisal rope with a cold draught carrying drops of 

water from the Monkey Cascade blowing across him. 

 

The Hurricane is probably the most impressive shaft in the cave; it is wet for roughly a third of 

its length, in dry conditions, or a half in wet conditions. The chamber is nearly 200ft. high and 

100ft. in diameter, tapering in one corner where the stream leads off along the final canals to 

the sump. A strong wind carries spray to all parts of the chamber and follows some way down 
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the steep boulder slope to the canals. Some 300 yards from the Hurricane a high oxbow leads 

off to the left of the stream. It was here that the diving operations base was established. 

 

On the first 1963 visit to the terminal sump 6 members carried diving kit to the dump and 

continued the 100 yards through canals - swimming most of the way to the sump. The diving 

site proved to be excellent, a low dome some 15-20ft. high covered the sump pool and stony 

beach, the pool being about 20ft. long by 10ft. wide. 

 

The left hand side of the chamber is an almost vertical rock wall on which a line of foam 

shows where the water has sometime backed up to a height of 10ft. Where the curving roof 

meets this wall, which is dipping at about 20° into the sump, one can easily see the submerged 

passage on through the very clear water. Close to the wall are calcite growths underwater. 

Noted in the final canals were inlets, jets of water every 100ft. or so forcing their way out as 

horizontal streams. 

 

The six returned to Camp (2) in rising water conditions with the intention of taking a short 

rest. However, it was 16 hours before the water level began to drop appreciably and Ken P., 

Steve W-R., Bob Toogood, Alan Clegg, Jed Scott and Bob Gillibrand returned to the sump to 

resume operations. 

 

The divers kitted up in the oxbow and a brew of hot rum fudge from a Horlicks emergency 

pack was made up (highly recommended). All except Bob Toogood moved down to the sump 

where the only photographs of the whole trip were taken. Both divers turned on their bottles 

and checked contents while supporters sorted out the line and belayed it. It was decided to use 

a 240ft. ¾ weight nylon line for the first dives and if this proved too short two line reels, each 

600ft. of ⅜ circ. courlene. Pearce dived, bottom walking, lined by Gillibrand and Clegg while 

Wynne-Roberts sat, bottles turned on, twiddling his thumbs and awaiting developments. All 

of the party at this point were wearing wet suits and were too cold for comfort. Pearce returned 

after 15 minutes, having taken out all but 30ft. of rope. He reported entering a large passage 

which sumped again quickly. Wynne-Roberts then prepared to dive but on entering the water 

found that he required a further weight. He fitted this and dived, finning. Gaining depth 

rapidly to pass under the rock arch he failed to clear his ears to pressure and therefore pressed 

the facemask against his face to build up pressure against his nose. It failed to seal and the 

clamping ring, which had been slackened, became displaced (it was a borrowed mask). 

Wynne-Roberts returned to base. Pearce did not express the wish to dive the further sump but 

offered his kit to Clegg, who declined, so the party returned to the oxbow and changed back 

into caving kit. 

 

The diving party consumed most of the contents of an emergency pack before discharging the 

spare cylinders to atmosphere and returning to the Hurricane. Toogood and Pearce climbed 
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and it had been agreed to line the tackle up before the remainder of the party. However, Clegg 

and Gillibrand, chilled by the long wait in very cold, wet conditions (they were both still 

wearing wet suits), showed signs of exhaustion and exposure; it was therefore decided to send 

then up as soon as possible. Sitting in the cramped tunnel at the head of the pitch they soon 

became warm lining tackle up the pitch, and fairly steamed lining up Wynne-Roberts. 

 

The Little Monkey pitch caused long waits while tackle was moved up the awkward series of 

steps to the head of the pitch. Due credit to Noel Booth who sat patiently lifelining for 10 

hours without complaining! 

 

A quick brew of soup was made before the party moved on towards Camp (2), meeting the 

surveying party at the head of Garcia's shaft. They had spent four hours surveying an area 

between Gache's Shaft to the top of Little Monkey. 

 

A sleep and meal (double rations) followed by a clear up of the camp site preceded the 

journey to Camp (l). This was accomplished in good spirits and in half the time of the 

downward journey. 

 

The party stayed one night at Camp (l), setting out with tackle but no camping equipment to 

establish a dump higher up the cave. Meeting the stream at the Tyrolienne it was found to be 

running very high and the rubber dinghies were brought into use once more. Some of the 

party returned to don Goon suits at Camp (l) while others dressed in them continued on the 

journey to Little General Cascade, where everyone who had received half a soaking at the 

Tyrolienne completed the job. 

 

The party arrived at Lake Cadoux to find that it really had become a lake and the rubber 

dinghies came into their own once more. There were several shower baths which had not been 

there on the way down splashing from the roof of the Great Gallery. The climb into Petzl's had 

to be negotiated on the right instead of left hand side of the Great Gallery, the left hand side 

being awash. Petzl's was unrecognisable, being a vast lake with only the telephone rock 

showing at the place where the party had camped. On the way up two runners went ahead to 

find out the state of conditions higher in the cave while other members lined tackle up Aldo's 

Shaft. The runners returned to say that Garby's was completely dry but that water was 

available nearby. It was decided that the main party would camp at Garby's and they returned, 

therefore, to clear up Camp (1), while three of the party climbed to the surface to give the 

press report from Pearce to the press agent and to give those on the surface details of the time 

that the main party could be expected to emerge. 

 

Lee, Toogood and Wynne-Roberts spent Thursday night on the surface before returning to 

line tackle up Garby's and carry it out. The remainder of the party emerged in the early hours 
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of Saturday mornings regrettably too late to have the long awaited celebration in Sassenage. A 

short night's sleep preceded a hurried packing and departure late on Sunday afternoon. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The expedition was a highly organised and ambitious operation. There were, however, 

shortcomings on which the writer has commented below. 

 

In general the equipment was excessively heavy and weight could have been reduced by the 

exclusive use of dehydrated food, ultra-lightweight ladders (2000ft.) and synthetic fibre ropes 

(3500ft.) Also oxygen or mixture diving apparatus in place of the very heavy air kit. The 

comfort of tents would have justified their additional weight. 

 

The party had no reserve of manpower, thus personnel selection was vitally important. The 

last minute addition of Bob Gillibrand was a great help, but not all the cavers were sufficiently 

fit and willing. 

 

In common with many caving trips the wear and tear on equipment was underestimated, the 

expedition bags were too large, loaded too heavily and not strong enough. 

 

Much has been made of the lack of telephones; the writer does not feel that this lack was 

important, merely inconvenient. Time and manpower did not allow for repair and replacement 

of faulty wire in the cave and the handsets taken to France were left on the surface. 

 

The aims were threefold:- to dive the sump, explore and survey the cave beyond; to survey 

from Camp (2) to the sump and to climb an inlet passage near the sump. 

 

A successful cave dive was made by Ken Pearce, after spending a week underground and 

working very far from base camp. In the course of this a world record was broken (about 

which the press has made much fuss). The record, however, was an incidental and "recorditis" 

is not, or should not, be a reason for caving. 

 

A section of cave was surveyed between Camp (2) and the Little Monkey pitch; the passage 

beyond the sump was not surveyed and the climb was not attempted. 

 

The writer believes that the aims would have been fulfilled to the letter given two changes. 

1. Surface based sherpas helping on the carry to Camp (l) - this would have saved at least 

one day. 

2. A bivouac sited between the Hurricane and the final canals. When the assault team 

reached the sump for the first time they were full of drive and enthusiasm. After the 
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return to Camp (2), a delay while the high water subsided and the second trip to the 

sump, the party was short of time and drive, very cold, tired and inefficient - the wrong 

conditions in which to start a cave dive. 

 

On balance the expedition was infinitely worth while despite its shortcomings and the writer, 

at least, intends to re-visit this magnificent cave. 

 

THANKS 

 

The writer wishes to thank all those whose generous help made the expedition possible. In 

particular those listed below who were approached by the writer himself: - 

 

K.R. Dawe and the S.M.C.C. Committee who loaned most of the club ladder and other 

caving equipment. 

 

L.W.E. Devenish for help with diving equipment. 

 

Normalair Ltd., for discount on pressure gauges. 

 

John Habone & Sons Ltd., for a gift of three "Fibron" surveyors' tapes. 

 

Ken Watson (Sub-Aqua Products) for the gift of six 750 L air bottles. 

 

Also the French cavers whose earlier work in the cave was decisive in the success of the 1963 

expedition. 

 

Note:- Camps (l) and (2) are the old French Camps (l) and (2) described in "1,000 Metres 

Down", not our 1st and 2nd camps. 

 

 

 

 

("One Thousand Metres Down - A Journey to the Starless River" by Jean Cadoux - referred to 

in this article and reviewed as 'one of the Great Caving books' has been remaindered and can 

be bought at about 5/-. Ed.) 
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SWILDONS SEVEN 

 

N.H.L. Cleave 

 

That the Swildons stream passage is negotiable, past sump after sump, ad infinitum, has become 

an accepted fact. For most of us, however, everything below Swildons 2 arouses bitter memories 

of the Mud Sump and Blue Pencil Passage. Similarly 'cave diving' connotes hordes of Sherpas, 

shivering hold-ups and TONS of equipment. 

 

For several reasons the survey of Swildons 7 marked a milestone in the exploration of the cave. It 

was successfully accomplished in a single trip, by three 'self-contained' divers. We had welcome, 

but non-essential, company as far as Sump 2. The trip was not excessively arduous, and was 

completed in 10 hours. It would be very easy to overlook the implications of the trip merely 

because it was so straightforward and undramatic. But it does show how efficiently the C.D.G. 

can operate, without involving dozens of cavers in painful carrying. Although Sump 6 marks the 

present end of the cave for non-divers, Swildons 7 is so dramatically different from the remainder 

of Swildons stream passages that it is of far more than purely academic interest to those who 

cannot yet reach it. 

 

It consists, basically, of two large boulder chambers. The first one has high, flat walls, reminiscent 

of Bone Chamber in Stoke Lane. It appears to define a major fault and a passage leading east from 

it is very similar to those of Paradise Regained. Boulder chokes terminate all the branches except 

one, which ends in a mud sump. From the first chamber a climb down the boulder pile leads to the 

stream. It is almost possible to follow the stream beneath the boulder choke, but the route actually 

leads up into the second chamber. A muddy squeeze on the far side leads to an equally muddy 

climb down to a flood passage. This passage rejoins the stream at Sump 7. 

 

Neither Sump 7 nor Swildons 8 have been surveyed, but if they continue in the same straight line 

then the stream would go due south for a fair distance. The Hon. Editor suggests that I should 

propound some theory about the destination of the cave - well, I think it will lead to Swildons 9. 

 

The trip itself was thoroughly enjoyable. We used lightweight kits and had no equipment trouble 

either way. Besides our equipment we were able to carry a considerable quantity of lead from 

Sump 6 to Sump 2 - which should give a good indication of how times have changed in the diving 

world! However I must discard my borrowed plumes. Steve and Fred did 99% of the work on this 

trip, and were wearing wet suits to boot; I can only presume that my name appears on the survey 

because I held the end of the tape in Sumps 6 and 7! 
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NOTES ON EXPOSURE SUITS 

Graham Stevens 

 

Introduction 

 

Two types of suits are at present available with neck-entry. The older type have a single inflator 

tube with a plug, whilst the newer type (Mk.II) have two rubber valves and a plastic face visor. 

The newer type are safer in that they may be inflated whilst floating without the risk of losing the 

plug, which could happen with the others. Also they can be inflated one-handed. If a succession of 

lakes are followed by, or interspersed with, long sections of dry passage, then the rather slow 

deflation of valved suits can be quite a disadvantage owing to the insulation of the air in them. 

Exertion causes profuse sweating and this is tiring. Thus a compromise would seem best whereby 

one of the valves is converted into a normal tube and a plug fitted. This can be done by poking 

something sharp down the tube and ripping the valve. Alternatively, the valve can be removed 

using an adhesive solvent, and the diaphragm cut away before re-fitting the tube. Another solution 

is the fitting of another vent tube elsewhere on the garment. Such venting tubes with a plug can be 

purchased. Drain plugs can be uncomfortable and require attention (see later). The plastic visors 

are not recommended, and are best removed. 

 

Repairs 

 

The thin material is easily damaged, but usually only one layer goes so the wearer remains dry. 

Nailed boots are a danger and also metal ladders. Small rips are easily patched; the original 

packing can be used for patching material, and after that the pockets can be cut off and stuck with 

rubber solution. Any lightweight rubberised canvas will do. The patches tend to lift at the corners 

and removal of these from the patch helps, and also waterproofing with a waterproofing agent, e.g. 

“Maxol”. When a rip occurs in the outer canvas water and grit get in between the layers. This 

latter can be very damaging, but little can be done about it. With water, this tends to creep out 

through the rip, forming a wet patch on the dried suit. Such wet areas should be allowed to dry for 

as long as possible before patching and in any case the area being patched must be dry or the 

adhesive will not bond. Sometimes leaks can be detected through the canvas, with no obvious tear. 

These are patched as a tear would be and are caused in a number of ways - the rubber may be 

locally perished or permeable;, the rubber may have been cut by grit from the inside, or if the two 

layers have stuck together and the suit is tightly inflated, the surfaces may separate leaving two 

layers of rubber on one side and none on the other, thus causing a leak. This is a danger of over-

inflation which should be avoided. Wrist seals can be replaced if damaged. To do this remove the 

tape from the outer edge of the seal by ripping away from the adhesive. Next the old seal is cut off 

to leave a band of rubber round the cuff about half an inch wide. Then, after cleaning off the old 

rubber solution and dirt with, for example, carbon tetrachloride (clothes cleaner) or lighter fuel, the 

new seal is attached. This is most easily done in about three sections per perimeter. The seal is 

then re-taped with rubberised canvas tape which keeps the water off the joint and strengthens it. 

Detection of leaks 
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Visual examination will show up obvious cuts and holes, but if after patching these the suit is 

unable to support a small pressure for some time it is worthwhile looking for further leaks. This 

can be done by inflating the suit well and listening for any air leaks. On detecting one a small pool 

of water confirms it and indicates its extent. (Dry before patching!) Total immersion in a bath is 

not easy to handle and is messy. Both inside and outside should be examined. 

 

Drain plugs 

 

With care, drain plug units can be removed intact, either by careful ripping or by edging off with a 

solvent, for example those previously mentioned and also Benzine, ethyl acetate and acetone. A 

cycle patch can be put over the hole. If a drain plug is desired it can then be replaced at a more 

suitable place, e.g. just above the boot. When water is shipped the tight fitting boot does not hold 

much and the main reservoir is the leg. Thus a plug above the boot will drain this. A small hole 

will have to be made through one of the circles of double material and the flange of the plug stuck 

over this. When climbing waterfalls, with a danger of shipping, the plugs could be left open and 

will then drain simultaneously and help to avoid weighting down. 

 

Clothing 

 

When used deflated, the insulating value of the suit is not very great. However, in water, since the 

underclothing remains dry, there is far less heat loss than usual. Sweating will take place within 

the suit and it is suggested that a fair quantity of clothing is worn beneath. Personally I find a suit is 

equivalent to two jumpers out of the four previously worn for wet caves. If possible socks should 

be worn inside and outside the suit. The latter is particularly important to protect the feet of the suit 

from stones and nails in the boots. The former keep the feet warmer, as the suit gives them little 

insulation. Care should be taken to prevent the circulation in the feet from being hindered by tight 

boots. A boiler suit is, of course, worn over the suit for protection. The wrist seals are rather fragile 

and it helps if the boiler suit cuffs are held to the wrists over the suit by rubber bands. Similarly the 

boiler suit legs can be secured by the socks or bands. 

 

Use 

 

For low, wet crawls take care not to let water enter under the chin. When wading, although 

considerable buoyancy is given by the uninflated suit, it is possible to go out of your depth so care 

is needed. For waterfalls and wet pitches put the hood well over the face. On ladders you need see 

little except the floor when you reach it, so keep your head down and to one side. Beware of your 

hands, if they get level with your face water spraying off them can get down the neck. Keep then 

low down (this is more difficult on an ascent as climbers tend to climb with their arms instead of 

their legs and thus keep them higher). A face visor can be pressed tight on the face by falling water 

and can cover the mouth with a restriction on breathing and they are therefore not recommended. 

It is preferable to put the hood up under the helmet, since the helmet brim deflects a lot of water 
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and a light cable will not then interfere. For low passages with little air space, commonly called 

"ducks", advancing on one's back with the hood up enables airspaces of down to about three 

inches to be utilised. Waves are a menace in these. In deeper ducks it is more difficult to keep in 

balance and sumping precautions might be advisable. When floating it is safest to use a line so that 

one can be hauled in in the event of a puncture or the meeting of a sudden strong current. Vertical 

floating is uncomfortable owing to the high pressure in the hood, but it is the quickest method and 

propulsion is by use of the walls. For long floats or wide lakes horizontal floating is used. There is 

a choice of feet first or head first. The former allows one to see where to steer, but propulsion is 

very slow. This is only recommended for narrow, winding passages where the walls can be used 

for pulling along with the feet and arms. With head first progression in narrow passages pushing 

off the walls with the feet is the fastest method, but in wide lakes paddling with the arms is 

necessary. The fastest stroke is similar to the "Butterfly", but on one's back of course. The first 

man across can lay a line for the rest of the party to pull on. For sumping, one's dryness is in the 

balance. It is said that quick ducks can be done without shipping more water than a towel round 

the neck can easily take up. The idea is that the water pressure causes the air to be pushed out, and 

the out-rushing air keeps the water out. This is not very efficient in longer ducks and sumps and 

large quantities may be shipped. However, if the gusset is pulled up round the chin and fastened 

there tightly by means of one of the top draw-tapes then longer ducks and sumps can be 

negotiated without uncomfortable amounts of water getting in. Careful tying is necessary, but the 

results are encouraging. Drain plugs would be desirable in case large quantities were accidentally 

shipped. Another way of obviating some of these dangers of leakage is to place a neck seal round 

the neck, over the hood and the gusset. This is a slightly more positive method than tying. 

 

Finally, before use check that the three lower openings are all closed, i.e. the two drain plugs and 

the urinating sleeve. This latter is the worst, and most cavers leave it open once, but the folly is not 

easily forgotten. It is a most unpleasant sensation to wade into a pool only to wade out again, 

cursing, with the legs full of water! 
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WET SUITS 

or "What the well-dressed caver of the future wears" 

 

Tim Reynolds 

 

Ever since the prehistoric cave men argued over the rival merits of cave bear or reindeer skin, 

there has been a continued search for the ideal wear for cavers. This is not surprising considering 

the problem, for cave passages vary between cramped dry passages and rivers, where wading is 

often necessary. These variations may, and often do, occur in one cave and so are encountered on 

one trip, so the ideal garment for caving should be comfortable in both the conditions described 

above. The garment should also have as little bulk and allow as much freedom of movement as 

possible. 

 

One of the commonest garments used is the 'goon' suit, or anti-exposure suit. This keeps, in 

theory, the wearer dry in wet passages. However the suit has no insulating properties of its own, so 

it is necessary to wear sweaters underneath it which make the wearer rather bulky. In dry 

passages, however, the suit's waterproof qualities are a grave disadvantage since the wearer is 

inclined to get very hot and short of taking the whole suit off there is very little that can be done 

about this. Another problem is that a goon suit is made of a very thin material which rips easily. 

This, coupled with the difficulty of satisfactory repairs, means that a goon suit has a short life, 

even if properly looked after. 

 

Another answer to the caving garment problem is the wet suit. This is made out of neoprene, 

which is a material vaguely akin to foam rubber in appearance. This material consists basically of 

a mass of sealed air bubbles trapped in rubber. Since air is a very good insulator then obviously 

neoprene is also a very good insulator. The wet suit is designed to fit skin tight. In this way when 

swimming in water only a very little water can get in. The little that does get in soon gets warmed 

up and so the wearer stays warm. In drier cave conditions, since neoprene is a good insulator wet 

or dry, the wearer again stays warm. So all that it is necessary to wear is a wet suit and a boiler 

suit. Since a wet suit is made of a material which is about 3/16" thick then obviously it has very 

little bulk. It is possible to buy neoprene in various thicknesses: 1/8", 3/16" and 1/4" being the 

usual; there is also single and double sided neoprene. A sheet of neoprene which has the cells on 

one side sealed off, and so is smooth on one side, is single sided neoprene. If both sides are 

smooth it is double sided. So a double sided suit is easier to put on than a single sided suit because 

there is a smooth side against the skin, but single sided is cheaper. 

 

A wet suit, in my opinion, meets the main requirements outlined above of the 'ideal' caving 

garment. When wading through water it keeps the wearer warm. For dry passages, if there is a zip 

down the front of the wet suit jacket, it is possible to undo the zip to cool off. For this reason it is 

advisable, for general caving, to have a zip. A heavy duty one, like those on suitcases, will survive 

most of the ill treatment it receives down a cave. If the zip does jam it is possible to pull the jacket 
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off over the head. Added to this a wet suit has very little bulk. While wearing mine I have found 

that caves are far bigger; also it makes dressing before a trip much quicker; a wet suit is easier to 

put on than a mass of old, wet pullovers, shirts, etc. Another advantage is that neoprene is 

surprisingly strong. If it does get ripped then it is easily repaired; the torn edges are simply stuck 

together with Evostick. However, a wet suit has one main disadvantage; one is liable to get rather 

cold if standing still for long periods. This can be solved, however, by wearing a layer of wool, 

e.g. wool vest and long pants, under the wet suit. This makes the wet suit not so hot when moving 

fast and not so cold when standing still. But this can only be easily done with double sided 

neoprene since it is a bit of a job to get single sided neoprene on over the wool. 

 

Wet suits are, unfortunately, rather expensive to buy ready-made - they are about £14. Also if 

bought ready-made they are unlikely to fit very well. So for comfort and cheapness it is advisable 

to make your own, cost £6 to £8 depending on the neoprene used. A wet suit is surprisingly 

simple to make. The neoprene is cut to what you hope is the right shape and butt joined with 

Evostick. If the suit doesn't fit then bits can be cut out or put in to make it fit. The C.R.G. 

Transactions No. 11, Nov. 1962, gives full details of making a wet suit. The best thickness for 

general caving is probably 3/16". 1/8" is a bit thin and l/4" is too much of a good thing, unless 

prolonged wallowing in water is contemplated. Double sided neoprene is probably best owing to 

the advantage described above and the ease of putting on. But it is always advisable to powder the 

inside of a wet suit with french chalk before putting it on - it makes it much easier; Talcum 

powder is more expensive and doesn't do the neoprene much good. But the most important point 

is to get your suit to fit properly. If this happens then caving almost becomes comfortable. 

 

In the short time that I have had my wet suit it has proved to be the most satisfactory garment I 

have yet used for general caving. But this is only a personal opinion, since the amount and type of 

clothes worn for a caving trip vary from person to person. There are some people who claim that 

the ideal garb for sumping is a boiler suit and bathing trunks, but I think that a wet suit is probably 

the most comfortable garment for general caving. This, coupled with ease of maintenance, makes 

it a 'must' for the discerning caver. 
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ON CHARGING CAVING LAMP BATTERIES IN THE FIELD 

 

A.D. Oldham 

 

Introduction 

 

The author has long realised the need for charging caving lamps in the field, where mains electricity is not 

available. The power from a car battery fulfils this requirement quite well as it is D.C., and consequently 

does not need rectifying. 

 

Description and Operation 

 

Two circuits are described. The former (see fig. l) consists of a 5 ohm rheostat and 0-3 amps ammeter, 

connected in series with the batteries to be charged. The only disadvantage with this system is the high cost 

of parts which can be as much as £3. 

 

The second circuit (see fig. 2) consists of only a 12v. 24w. car bulb in series with the batteries. The bulb has 

a two-fold effect: - 

 

1. It limits the current in the circuit to 2 amps. 

2. As the batteries become charged then their voltage increases. This reduces the voltage drop across 

the bulb and lowers the charging rate (see graph in fig. 3). 

 

Larger wattage bulbs may be used if higher currents and consequently shorter charging rates are required. 

 

The amount of current consumed by charging two "Nife" batteries, assuming that the car engine is not 

running, can be approximately calculated as follows:- 

 

Car batteries = 12v. 30 AH 

2 "Nife" Lamps = 3.6 (to 5v. charged) 12 AH each  

Based on the formula Volts x Amps = Watts and using Watt Hour Units:- 

 = (12 x 30) - (5 x 12 x 2) WH 

 = 12 (30 - 10) WH 

 = 12 x 20 WH 

as compared with: - 

12 x 30 WH for a fully charged battery, proving that the car battery will still be two thirds charged. 

(Assuming that it was fully charged to begin with, in good condition and not subjected to a low 

temperature). The calculation does not take into account the resistance of the circuit. Driving the car in 

daylight will reduce and even compensate drainage on the car battery during charging and increase the 

charging rate by 10 to 20% at 35 m.p.h. 

 

Points to Observe 

When connecting the batteries together polarity must be observed. The batteries to be charged should be 

placed upright in a secure container, preferably bolted to the floor so that they will not be upset when the car 

is in notion. 
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A NOTE ON THE PLYMOUTH CAVES AND CAVERS 

 

Oliver C. Lloyd 

 

The Plymouth caves are in a comparatively thin belt of steeply inclined Devonian limestone 

which runs east and west through the Hoe. In this have been formed a number of small phreatic 

caves, generally of the characteristic Devonian type found at Buckfastleigh. A number of caves 

were discovered in 1963, which was the year in which the Plymouth Caving Group became 

active. This group is headed by a schoolmaster and a handful of technically accomplished men 

and has a membership of about 60, most of whom are schoolboys. Scarcely any members are over 

thirty. Originally members of the Devon Spelaeological Society, they became independent in 

October 1963, publish their own newsletter, have their own premises and their own rescue 

organisation, which has twice been called upon to get people out of Baker’s Pit in Buckfastleigh. 

One was a naval man, who had hurt his back; the other was a stout fellow who got stuck in a rift. 

 

The Group is engaged in the discovery, exploration and survey of caves at a number of sites, of 

which Cattedown (SX 496536) in the city is typical. This 100 ft. hill has been nearly removed by 

three quarries, now occupied by factories. That occupied by Fison's contains seven or eight caves. 

The largest is PIGEON GAVE, totalling about 600 ft. of passages. This has a most unusual 

structure, as it is formed in an almost horizontal thrust plane. It is generally from 18" to 4ft. high 

and is richly decorated with ferruginous stalagmite, much of which has been eroded and broken 

by subsequent submergence. At one of the entrances can be seen a section of the cave floor, some 

11 ft. deep, showing a succession of layers of stalagmite, laminated mud, angular mud nodules, 

etc., which may well have been formed in a succession of ice ages. Inside the entrances the 

stalagmite is coated with black dirt and many formations are encrusted with gypsum, due to 

sulphuric acid fumes from nearby factories. 

 

Another cave, THRU' CAVE, is in the same thrust plane and extends through into the next quarry, 

occupied by Esso and not free for cavers to explore. Another, very close to the fertilizer plant, 

called MEET CAVE, is in a steeply inclined rift which descends to below the level of high tide. 

Tidal water smelling of diesel oil enters this from the River Plym. This smell is confused with that 

of Fison's fertilizer, which forms a white powder covering everything near the entrance. 

GENTIL'S GAVE is another which descends to sea level. 

 

East of the Plym the bank of limestone continues, and near Hooe Lake in the edge of a wood is 

RADFORD CAVE (SX 502526). This first became known to cavers through the Hoopers, to 

whom a boy brought a dead bat from the cave. Its total passage length is about 1,000 ft.  It is 

formed in one series of beds dipping about 35 degrees to the south. The rifts in which the passages 

have formed run diagonally to this, and the plan is that of a parallelogram with the entrance at the 

top corner. Some of these passages are of noble dimensions but many are tight squeezes. All are 

decorated with brownish stalagmite, beautifully sculptured by water erosion. This cave has been 

surveyed. The plans of this and other caves will soon be published, not only in the Group's 
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newsletter but, it is to be hoped, by some national body such as the Cave Research Group, so that 

cavers in all parts of the country may read of them. Radford Cave is gated and controlled by the 

Plymouth Caving Group. It is in quite good condition, while the Cattedown caves are completely 

unspoilt. 

 

 

 

******************* 

 

 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

 

"Dear Editor, 

 

A well known caver has been unfortunate enough to fall ill with Weil's disease (an acute infective 

hepatitis), and for a time was very unwell. This disease is caused by a micro-organism, normally 

carried by rats and can only be caught by contact with the rats' urine or droppings. It is well known 

as an occupational disease of sewer workers. The organism attacks the liver and often damages the 

kidneys and fatal cases are not uncommon. It can enter the body through the eyes, nose or 

scratches and abrasions. 

 

It seems that this caver visited Stoke Lane Swallet twice during the possible incubation period, and 

as other possible sources of contact seem unlikely it is very probable that the organism was present 

in the stream water, although this cannot be proved. The organism is difficult to trace in water 

because of the dilution factor. 

 

The Medical Officer of Health for the area (who has caving experience) points out that this is 

probably the only swallet stream on Mendip which first flows past farms and piggeries and, as 

such, there will always be a risk of pollution. Anti-rodent measures have been taken along the 

banks of the Stoke Lane stream, and though this will probably have eliminated the risk, no one can 

be certain that rats will not return in the future. 

 

The cave has not been closed and it is therefore up to cavers to assess the risk for themselves. We 

all accept certain risks in entering a cave - flooding, falling boulders, etc. - and it may well be that 

the risk of disease at Stoke Lane is less than some of the hazards cavers habitually accept. I feel, 

however, that it is important that cavers should be aware of this additional risk at Stoke Lane. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Howard Kenney 

(Chairman)" 
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THE DOUBLE WITH NO TOIL 

 

Tim Reynolds 

 

Double the passage length of Mendip in ten years! This has now become the rallying cry of our 

Secretary. He has even gone so far as to sleep down Swildons to try and attain this end, but, 

unfortunately without much success. For the law of diminishing returns has now set in; since most 

of the sites to dig on Mendip, promising or not, have been dug by now. In some cases three times 

without success. Also the rate of discovery of cave passage appears to be slowing down. So quite 

obviously a breakthrough in digging methods is required before the now legendary double is 

attained. 

 

There are usually two types of digs; surface and underground. Surface digs are not usually too 

much of a problem. When the weather has ceased snowing and the surrounding fields have 

become a marsh instead of a lake it is usually possible to transport, to the dig, the several tons of 

drilling equipment that is needed to widen the three inch rift that is so promising. But digs in caves 

are more of a problem. Past experience has shown (See W.I. Stanton, Election Fever. W.C.C. Jnl. 

Vol. 7 No. 85, p.63) that Swildons is the most fruitful source of new cave passage. So it is 

reasonable to suppose that, with x feet of unexplored passage to Wookey, or, as some prefer it, y 

feet to Cheddar, there will be a lot to discover in this cave before 1970. So it is quite obvious 

where our efforts should be directed in the 1960's: SWILDONS HOLE! By careful theoretical 

calculations, returning to first principles, a digging method has been evolved to discover the 

required cave passage. Caves were originally ‘dug’ by active streams. Admittedly this took a long 

time. But the unfortunate streams were having to cut through rock. Most of the 'promising' digs in 

Swildons (Shatter Passage?) are in mud. Now an active stream would make short work of mud. 

So now we have the answer. Divert the Swildons stream! 

 

But how? A quick look at the survey shows that the sites we are interested in are above the level of 

the stream. The answer is simple. If the Swildons stream were dammed at some convenient point 

the water would rise until these places were underwater. The only problem is releasing the dam. 

This can be done by having a charge of bang behind the dam with either a time clock installed or 

else a couple of wires going up to the surface. By this means the dam could be destroyed after 

several months have elapsed and the stream should have done its work. If the charge does not 

work then it will be an added incentive to dig Priddy Green Sink. 

 

There are several places where a dam might be constructively built in Swildons. The first and 

most obvious is at or near Sump 1. If this was done a quick look at the survey shows that the 

stream would rise back up the Main Stream Passage and also up the P.P. sump to the Black Hole. 

Since Tratmans Temple is below the top of the Black Hole then the stream would flow along "the 

Trats - Blasted Boss - St. Pauls - Damascus and Paradise Regained route until it came to Shatter 

Pot, which it should descend and so enter Shatter Passage. The water would probably build up 

here until 'the choke' gave way, so giving access to the old stream route to Wookey (or Cheddar). 
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Once the water is flowing along this route it would serve two main purposes. First it would wash 

all the mud out of St. Pauls, etc., which would make the cave bigger and cleaner; and also it would 

carry all this muddy water to the resurgence so dye testing the old stream route. If by any chance 

the stream didn't force the Shatter Passage chokes it would probably continue to flow along 

Paradise Regained and down Blue Pencil into Four and so clean out the whole of Paradise. All the 

dirty water would enter the present stream route and so it too could be dye tested. So even if no 

new passages were discovered several useful things would be done; it is always possible that some 

massive breakthrough in a completely unsuspected direction might occur. But the Sump 1 area is 

not the only place for a dam. If one were built at Sump 2 then the stream would rise up into 

Vicarage Passage and Double Trouble. The flow is likely to be through Double Trouble and down 

Blue Pencil in this case, so cleaning out Double Trouble quite nicely. A more interesting prospect 

is a dam at Sump 4. All the upper level, except for the higher Black Hole series would then 

become flooded. The interesting point is where all the water would go if the stream didn't break 

through in Shatter Passage. Anyone any ideas? 

 

From the quick study of the possibilities opened by this startling new method it is obvious that if 

stream diverting is applied there is room for yet more discoveries in Swildons. But why stop at 

Swildons? A dam in the main stream at Wookey could be even more entertaining. 
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MENDIP NOTES 

 

Cheramodytes 

 

Is Stoke Lane Safe? 

 

Probably yes. In the first place the infectivity of the Leptospira which causes Weil's disease is very 

low. Of people exposed to heavy infections, only about one in forty per annum contract the 

disease. At Stoke Lane the degree of infection of the river can never have been very great, and it 

was a chance in a thousand that hit Oliver Lloyd. Second, the Public Health authorities got to 

work at once and killed the rats at the two piggeries in the village of Stoke St. Michael past which 

the river runs. I had a long and interesting conversation with the hospital rat-catcher the other day 

and I learnt from him that it is easy to tell when the rats are all dead and if they return. Modern 

poisons, such as Warfarin, do not gripe the rats and make them bait-shy. The result is that they 

easily eat a lethal dose. When no more bait is being taken the rats have been exterminated. If there 

is food for them they will always be tempted to return, and can be treated in the same way. No rats 

equals safe caving at Stoke Lane. It is an attainable objective. It is our business to make sure that 

the local authorities carry out their statutory obligations about killing rats. They cannot stop us 

caving at Stoke Lane. The only man who could do that would be Mr. Stanley Stock, and he 

doesn't want to. 

 

Speeding Recovery 

 

Oliver Lloyd was heard to say that the first thing to do is to get out of hospital as early as possible. 

After that you eat and sleep as much as you can and go in for "graduated exercises", at least that's 

what he calls them. The turning point will be reached when you feel you can start caving again. 

This will be a lot earlier than they think. Tiring and rather slow at first, you will easily get out of 

breath. Last of all, back comes your wind and the spring in your step, and you can draw a line 

under what has gone before. 

 

Shatter Passage Digs 

 

Chemical persuasion is now being used by Nick Hart and Co. on the dry mud choke in the fault. 

They drill holes in the mud with a large augur, put a stick of banger in each and blow a hole about 

6 in. diameter. The mud, loosened, is easy to clear. Very nice too, except for two things. That the 

passage gets no ventilation and the fug lasts from week to week and that the dig goes nowhere. 

 

The right place to dig is in the Bat Hole, highly recommended by one of our High Priests. But 

nobody seems to like it, because it is so wet. I had a look at it the other day. There was less water 

in the pool than usual, but I must admit that wet, sloppy mud is the least pleasant to dig. If this 

goes on we shall start listening to Tim Reynolds. See what he says on page 25. 

Personally I like mud. 
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C.C.C. and all that 

 

How difficult it is for a Precisian to tread the strait and narrow. He comes up against a bit of 

Human Nature and has to give way. For years their lawyers have been making it difficult for the 

Bristol Waterworks, and the B.W.W. has been making it difficult for the Charterhouse Caving 

Committee. They got everything done up in a neat package; locked cave, permit system, 

recognized clubs and their guests and what happens? Puff! It blows away. On October 5th 1963, 

the Mendip Rescue Organisation was called out to Longwood because of floods and it was found 

that the party down below did not belong to one of the recognised clubs and should never have 

been let down the cave under the permit system. This was only a day after Farmer Young had 

undertaken to operate the system, as arranged between the B.W.W. and the C.C.C. 

 

So the C.C.C. meets and decides that Farmer Young shall not have the key. So Farmer Young 

goes to the high-ups in the B.W.W. (whom lately we honoured at our Annual Dinner) and 

complains. Says they, “We can't go upsetting our tenants. Give him back the key.” So after 

making due arrangements the C. C. C. gives Farmer Young the key again. Nobody now need 

expect the letter of the rules so carefully laid down by the lawyers to be kept. Farmer Young is a 

charming man and a friend of ours, but nevertheless, if he tells two people the same thing on 

separate occasions, each of the two will have a different account of it afterwards. Might I 

respectfully suggest that Club Secretaries use the same degree of scrupulosity when scrutinizing 

the G.B. permits of their members? 

 

Congratulations 

 

To Christopher Mulvey on winning a Trevelyan Scholarship worth £500 a year to Churchill 

College, Cambridge, where he will be reading biochemistry. I believe his caving had something to 

do with it. I only hope that, having divorced the Wells Cathedral School Caving Club from the 

Wessex, he is leaving it in a viable state. 

 

Ladderless in Swildons, again. 

 

On the 4th January 1964 it was the turn of the Wessex. One of our parties misread the signals and 

removed the ladders, while another of our parties was still down the cave. On reaching Maine's 

Barn they realised their mistake, but feeling too tired to rectify it, they rang M.R.O. They have 

been criticized for this, perhaps unjustly. I know from experience that it is possible to be so tired 

that one cannot go down again. Once when I had done a Black Hole trip with Don Thomson (no 

goon suits in those days) we found that his camera was missing, last seen at the Forty. So we 

returned to the cave to get it, but when I got into the entrance chamber I got such cramp in my 

tummy that I couldn't go on. So Don went and fetched it himself. Well, perhaps they were too 

tired to put the ladders back, but perhaps they might have tried. 
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On alerting M.R.O. the Police got hold of Luke Devenish, Luke got hold of Howard Kenney, 

Howard rang the Hunter's and got hold of George Pointing, and George got hold of someone to go 

and do the job. This is called a “chain of responsibility”. On reaching Priddy Green he found an 

irate Steve Wynne-Roberts fetching the ladders himself. The stranded party consisted of most of 

the Club's lions, and this one of them had climbed the 20 and the 40 foot pots, got the ladders and 

took them back to the cave himself; not straight back - it was rather foggy. 

 

I asked Steve about it afterwards. He admitted to having wanted a good excuse for doing 

Swildon's without tackle. He was not worried and not especially tired. He was deliberate in all his 

movements and got into no trouble. The difficult part of the 40 is the middle bit, where there is a 

smooth stalagmite flow on the ladder side. I once tried climbing this with my back to the flow and 

failed to make it. Steve did it the other way round, facing the wall where the ladder hangs. But if 

anyone else wants to try it, will they please use a life line! 

 

Hazards at Hillgrove 

 

On the 19th January 1964 at 3 o'clock in the morning John Cornwell fell out of one of the top 

bunks at Hillgrove and broke his collar bone. He wasn't drunk, he didn't have nightmares, he only 

woke up enough to creep into the nearest bunk and go to sleep again. It wasn't until well after 

daybreak that he found he had hurt himself. I have always found it rather difficult to get into those 

top bunks, particularly the end ones. Members who succeed in doing so should belay themselves 

more securely. 

 

The Complete Solution 

 

Within four days of his return to this country, I learn from an unimpeachable source, Max Unwin, 

whom older members will remember as the best teller of bar stories on Mendip, claims to have 

solved all problems. He is said to have dug his way into the hill near St. Dunstan's Well and 

entered the Master Cave, where is to be found the confluence of Stoke Lane and all the Fairy Cave 

Quarry Caves. When I asked my source to come and investigate, he found that he had something 

else to do. 

 

Filming in Swildon's 

 

Maurice Hewins has a rival. The other day I met Peter Stewart filming in the Old Grotto. He said 

he was taking shots of the Elephant's Head, but as the Old Grotto was full of pretty girls I'm not so 

sure. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

 

SHEPTON MALLET CAVING GLUB JOURNAL (3RD SERIES) NO. 6, NOVEMBER 1963 

4to., 30p., plans, sections, 2s.0d. (Obtainable from F.J. Davies, 10 Bramley Road, Street, Somerset.) 

 

No doubt there will be many articles on the successful British expedition to the Gouffre Berger, in 

which Ken Pearce of the British Speleological Association passed the sump that had stopped all 

previous explorers. Wynne-Roberts's account in this Journal has the merit of being one of the first - if 
not the first - outside the newspapers. He himself reached the sump 3681 feet below the surface, but he 

was prevented from diving through it by damage to his equipment. He describes the descent stage by 

stage, but it would have been easier to visualize progress if a sketch section had been provided. 

 

The grade five survey of Swildons Seven is printed at a scale of fifty feet to the inch. Sump seven is a 

little more than twenty feet lower than sump six. There is also a short article on a visit to Steepholm. 

 

T.R.S. 

 
CAVE SCIENCE VOL. 5. NO. 34, OCTOBER 1963 

(British Speleological Association) 4to., 60p., map, plans, sections, illus. (Obtainable from the 

Association at Duke St. Settle, at 10s.0d., p.f.) 

 

The article that will be most widely read in this issue is Pearce's account of the 1963 British expedition 

to the Gouffre Berger, in which the 'terminal’ sump was passed and the high chamber beyond it 

explored as far as a second sump. Other accounts of the expedition have appeared elsewhere but this 

one, by the leader, may be taken as the most authoritative. There are some minor slips, e.g. Sotin for 

Sornin on p. 96, and some confusion in the camp numbers on p.97. 
 

In Gaping Gill Eric Hensler describes an extension of 'his' passage towards Far South-East Passage 

where he got close enough to hear voices through a boulder choke. He has also established a smoke 

connection between High Aven and a shakehole above. 

 

In the tradition of his Buckfastleigh articles, John Hooper now provides the first part of a long account 

of Pridhamsleigh Cave nearby. The system, though small (about 3000 feet), is so complex that a 

detailed description is a necessity, but Hooper's style prevents a complicated account becoming 

confused or tedious. A folding survey at 30ft. to the inch is provided and a simplified block diagram 
(covered with unexplained arrows) helps to link it with the text. 

 

Crabtree describes the British reconnaissance expedition to the Tennengebirge in Austria last July. The 

work involved surface survey to locate precisely the various caves, some routine surveying in the 

smaller systems and a partial examination of the deeper shafts with a view to their full exploration later 

on. The deepest system entered was the Edelweisserhuttenschacht, which appeared to be still 'going' at 

800 feet. There seems no reason why all the other caves should have been given English names) the 

very active Austrian speleos will surely neither like then nor spell then correctly. 
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Conrad Aub discusses the errors in an article on the solution of limestone, published in a previous issue 

- errors which had been pointed out by your reviewer in this Journal, No. 87, p. 139. 

 

The standard of production remains as high as ever, but the editor has allowed more than one author to 

write in a ‘Club Newsletter’ style unsuited to a national publication. The Austrian surveys are the only 

ones for which any indication of precision is given. 

 

T.R.S. 
 

THE STORY OF WOOKEY HOLE by E.J. Mason 48 p, plan and illust. 

(Pub. July 1963 by Mrs. G.W. Hodgkinson at 3s.0d. ) 

 

This is a most interesting and informative little book by an ex Wessex member. As archaeological 

adviser to the Cave Diving Group he is able to write with authority on his subject. This book is a 

refreshing change from most Show Cave Guide Books, as it deals only with the facts and does not 

attempt to embroider the cave’s story and history. The review of classical literature on Wookey along 

with notes on cave formation make this a comprehensive compendium. 
 

A.D.O. 

 

JOURNAL OF THE CRAVEN POTHOLE CLUB. VOL. 3, NO. 3, 1963 

8vo., 54p., map, plans, sections. (Obtainable from the Club at 10 Sheep St., Skipton, at 8s.0d. p.f.) 

 

A lengthy article by Albert Mitchell discusses potholing public relations, a subject which becomes 

increasingly important as the size of the clubs and the total number of potholers increases. 

 
Gaping Gill, Mere Gill, Mossdale and Fairy Holes (at Ludwell in Co. Durham) provide good articles, 

but the C.P.C. Irish meet (Leitrim, Fermanagh and Clare) seems to have been mostly a holiday. The 

Oxford University third annual expedition to Spain descended several caves of up to 600 feet deep, but 

something bigger had been hoped for. 

 

T.R.S. 

 

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CAVE EXPLORATION By R. Pinnev 

8vo., 256p., illus., index, £2.0s.0d. (New York, Coward-McCann, 1962) 
 

A most unpleasant book that contains errors, inconsistencies and irrelevancies and little else. The 

descriptions of twenty-one individual caves, American and foreign, are readable but not original. 

 

T.R.S. 
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RIVERS OF LONDON By Nicholas J. Barton 

(Pub. by Phoenix House & Leicester University Press at 21s.0d.) 

 

From Kew to Erith, the Thames has fifteen tributaries, of which ten are underground. This book traces 

the history of these streams and rivers, from the days when they were trout streams, with water wheels 

and quays, in the heart of London, to the present day. After an introductory chapter dealing with the 

topography and history of the city there are detailed accounts of each lost river, giving its past and 

present course and uses. Finally there is a chapter with the alliterative title of "Disaster, Diseases and 
Drains". 

 

This is a very readable book, written by a learned author, and includes an extensive Bibliography. To a 

Londoner, who can follow the course of the rivers under streets and buildings familiar to him, it will be 

a book to spur him to make further discoveries. 

 

I found this book quite fascinating and I feel that it should be in the Club Library on Mendip so that 

London members on their weekend away from "the smoke" can read it in their pit while recovering 

from their strenuous efforts. 
I.A.D. 

 

CUBA CON LA MONCHILA AL HOMBRO By Antinio Nunez Jiminez 

(Pub. June 1963, in Havana, Cuba) 450 p., 54 illust. 

 

This book is mainly a collection of geographical reports of the various expeditions during 1940-60. 

Only a few of these expeditions were of a speleological nature. One of the caves mentioned "The 

Great Cave of St. Thomas" is nearly four miles long and contains a vast array of stalactite formations 

including many helictites. It has been explored by the Cuban Speleological Society from Havana. This 
cave also contains many reputed "Prehistoric Rock Drawings". 

 

I can thoroughly recommend this book to anyone visiting Cuba. 

A.D.O. 

 

SECRET TUNNELS IN SURREY Compiled by Harry Pearman 61 p. 28 figs. 

Records of the Chelsea Speleological Society, Vo1. 3, July 1963. 

(Obtainable from H. Pearman, 48 Kenyon St., London S.W.6. at 5s.0d. p.f.) 

 
This is an excellent publication, complete with concise descriptions, National Grid and literature 

references. There are a surprisingly large number of underground passages in Surrey, including one or 

two natural ones. Many of the former are stone workings, some of which are quite extensive, but many 

underground passages do not appear to be mined for any specific purpose. Perhaps they were 

excavated just for the 'hell' of it! 

 

This publication is only marred by the "spirit duplicated" surveys. Some of these are rather faint 

already, and the rest are likely to deteriorate very quickly. 

A.D.O. 


